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Team 1: Cloud 1 
Project: Software cloud 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM – (Franck Formis - 
franck_formis[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Vincent Wai-Shan Ng - 
vincentng[at]berkeley.edu, Jameson Slattery - 
jameson_slattery[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Robert Ka Chun Kong - 
rkong[at]berkeley.edu, Chuohao Yeo - zuohao[at]eecs.berkeley.edu) 
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Team 2: Cloud 2 
Project: Software cloud 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM – (David Exposito Cossio - 
david_exposito[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Rachel Vera Simon - 
rachel[at]ieor.berkeley.edu, Jon Wiesner - jon_wiesner[at]mba.berkeley.edu, 
Emrehan Kirimli- emrehan[at]berkeley.edu, Zishan Khan - 
zishan_khan[at]mba.berkeley.edu) 
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Team 3: Japan 1 
Project: New Product for Japanese Company 

Gonzalo Antonio Baez Mendoza - gonzalobaez[at]berkeley.edu 

Team completed project individually 

 

1) ADVANTAGES: cheap labor (no need for automation), cheap cost of general  setup and production, 
abundant foreign and domestic investments, high level of education and disciplined work force. 

 

DISADVANTAGES: difficult relations with a very powerful government, cultural issues such as 
dishonesty/corruption and highly hierarchic society, language barriers and media aggressiveness 
towards foreign interests. 

 

2) The government's actions are executed by three main bodies: National Natural Science Foundation of 
China, Ministry of Science and Technology and Chinese Academy of Sciences. Public entities like these 
have been making important investments and liberalizing regulations to attract foreign capitals. They 
also give tax incentives and build special high tech development zones throughout the country. The 97-3 
program seeks goals like trying to make Chinese qualified researchers return from foreign countries to 
continue their work in China. 

 

3) The main technology drivers that have helped China gain momentum in its scientific "revolution" are 
the biosciences and medical fields, specially motivated by the search for cancer cures in order to 
upgrade the health system of the nation. 

 

4) PORTER'S DIAMOND 

Factor Conditions: geographic strategic location with ports increasing trade (generally exports), virtually 
infinite supply of cheap and educated labor with no union affiliations and great sense of discipline, good 
transportation and communication systems. 

 

Demand Conditions: very large population with increasing needs. For example, China is one of the 
leading PC markets in the world and has growing needs in the health sector. 
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Rivalry: Chinese considered very self-interested, more inclined to competition than cooperation. 
Plagiarism is widely accepted and used. The government and local companies fiercely compete with 
foreign ones. 

Related Industries: government has a large role in economic welfare, universities are close to 
development zones, intense foreign and domestic investment. 
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Brian Gawalt – gawalt[at]eecs.berkeley.edu 
 

1) China has a tremendous advantage in labor and land.  A running factory needs both and can find both 
on the cheap in China.  There seems to be sufficiently strong communications infrastructure as well, 
satisfying most of the logistic needs manufacturing presents.  It has a disadvantage in finding skilled 
management to run these factories.  While these salaries remain below those of comparable positions 
outside China, they've still shot up considerably in the last ten years.  Interestingly, it is this same skill set 
that allows one to set up shop as an outsource consultant.  China seemed to have to import a lot of ex-
pats for it's factory managers, at least through 2000. 

 

2) China has high tariffs in place to discourage imports.  The figures cited in "Three Billion New 
Capitalists" indicated a five-fold-plus sales tax break for buying domestic semiconductor devices.  Labor 
unions are party-run, keeping wages low and strikes non-existent.  China also has a savings rate that is 
through the roof, thanks to a large-scale government program locking up every dollar it can lay its hands 
on in order to keep exchange rates favorable to its export businesses.  Additionally, China attracts new 
foreign manufacturing outfits by promising not only tax relief and cheap land/labor, they even go so far 
as to rebate utility costs (remains to be seen if this can continue into an era of higher energy costs).  
There's also a sizable science investment program, but the top-down nature of it remains suspect to 
some Western observers. 

 

3) China was long involved in the manufacture of consumer electronics.  Full disclosure: I'm sending this 
to you on a 2005 Lenovo T43, except it still said IBM back then.  This factory-intensive industry was a 
natural fit for them, what with the cheap labor, absentee environmental regulations, and lots-o-land.  
They decided in the last 15 years to move -- interestingly enough -- DOWN the value chain, and start 
making the semiconductor ingredients that powered their higher-value electronics.   The most 
interesting technology driver to my eyes is the emergence of China's own market for these products.  
The chapter talked about Motorola deciding it needed to move even it's R&D into China in order to try 
and capture the 300+million new cell phone users coming online. 

 

4) PORTER'S DIAMOND: ELECTRONICS IN SHENZHEN 

-- Factor Conditions: Shenshen's region has a massive underemployed population.  They also have plenty 
of space available for new development.  The communications infrastructure in the area is apparently 
passable (it's been a while since China was at war). 

-- Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry: China's government has tilted the scales significantly in favor of 
Chinese-based manufacturing, from tariffs to land giveaways to union clampdowns, but especially with 
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it's currency reserves.  It's unclear how long these programs could hold under a politics more responsive 
to dissent. 

-- Demand Conditions: While China overall has a budding market for goods such as cell phones, most 
folks are too poor to really buy much.  It seems like the local industries picked up due to demand in 
neighboring countries like Japan and South Korea, who are higher on the electronics value chain.  
Serving this market would later attract manufacturing for Europe and America. 

-- Related and Supporting Industries: I would point out that the somewhat recent "inheritance" of Hong 
Kong by China brought in a tremendous amount of logistic and trade capacity.  It's mentioned in the 
reading that a successful manufacturer was able to move his product thanks to connections in super-
hub Hong Kong. 

What China seems to be really missing is creative-class skills.  They can't really enter any industry that 
demands these in an oversize way (the way they have manufacturing).  The article on their science 
programs highlights an overall culture that doesn't like young risktakers, especially if they're stepping on 
older, more venerable toes.  I'm ready to chalk this opinion up to a bias towards what I grew up in, but 
that doesn't seem like a healthy environment to encourage new ideas and bold designers, the kind of 
people higher up the value chain that are telling China what to manufacture. 

 

5) China and Singapore both have the ability to set policy without worrying about popular dissent.  
Industries can be attracted in a way more liberal governments would have a hard time pulling off.  Many 
of these levers overlap between the two countries: both squelch labor disputes, both set corporate-
friendly tax policy, and both make building a new factory cheap-as-free.  A problem China has, that 
Singapore doesn't, is corruption and transparency.  The "One Billion Customers" bullet points make it 
clear that there's no simple online incorporate-in-24-hours form an entrepreneur can fill out in Beijing 
and start pumping out widgets the next day.  Starting a business in China sounds nasty and gnarled, and 
worse yet, it sounds like enough folks in China get well off it that it's going to stick around for a while.
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Gopal Chaudhoory – gopalkc[at]berkeley.edu 
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Silvio Junqueira Filho - silvio_junqueira[at]mba.berkeley.edu – DID NOT 
COMPLETE ASSIGNMENT 
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Ryan Stanley - ryan_stanley[at]mba.berkeley.edu  – DID NOT COMPLETE 
ASSIGNMENT 
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Team 4: SAAS 1 
Project: SAAS applications 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM – (Lakshmi Jagannathan - 
ljaganna[at]eecs.berkeley.edu, Christopher Quek - 
chris_quek[at]mba.berkeley.edu, John Michael Wyrwas - 
jwyrwas[at]berkeley.edu, Christian Huth - huth[at]berkeley.edu, Daisuke 
Tanaka – daisuke_tanaka[at]mba.berkeley.edu) 
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Team 5: CVC 
Project: Corporate Venture Capital 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM – (Varun Suryakumar Boriah - 
varunboriah[at]berkeley.edu, Joseph Dilip Antony - dilip[at]berkeley.edu, 
Brendan Quinn - brendan_quinn[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Sonia Fereres-
Rapoport - sfereres[at]berkeley.edu, Ada Zheng - 
ada_zheng[at]mba.berkeley.edu) 
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Team 6: SAAS 2 
Project: SAAS applications 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM – (Wan-Lin Tseng - 
wendy_tseng[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Toru Yamagishi - 
toru_yamagishi[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Nuttapong Chentanez – 
nchentan[at]cs.berkeley.edu, Jim Miller – jdmiller[at]ischool.berkeley.edu) 
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Team 7: Japan 2 
Project: New Product for Japanese Company 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM - (Anthony Goodrow - goodrow[at]berkeley.edu, Li-
Chuan Liao - andrew_liao[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Sha Tao-
shatao[at]berkeley.edu, Piyapat Tantiwong – piyapat[at]berkeley.edu, KC 
Chen - kc_chen[at]mba.berkeley.edu) 

 

1. Profile China's advantages and disadvantages regarding outsourced manufacturing and also 
outsource services. (Sha Tao) 
 
Advantages 
• Endless cheap labor 
• Potential to become the world’s largest market 
• High productivity 
• Tax-free zones 
• Business friendly regulation 
 
Disadvantages 
• Lack of expertise 
• Intellectual-property protection 
• English language capability 
 
 
2. What measures has the government taken to encourage economic growth and especially the 
technology industry. (Sha Tao) 
 
• National Basic Research Program 
• The Ministry of Science and Technology 
• Chinese Academy of Science 
 
 
3. What are the key technology drivers that have enabled China's technology awakening? 
(Andrew Liao) 
 
There are many key technology drivers: 
 
• Computer science (Hardware and Software) 
The cheap labor force attracted tons of electronic manufacturers from the world. Company like 
Foxconn hires 600,000+ employees and invested $20B to produce desktop PC and all the 
accessories for Apple, HP, Dell, and Cisco. This industry motivates the technology of electronic 
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engineering, materials application, and industrial design. Moreover, the government or academy 
corporation has created a success story: Lenovo. The high quality students from top Chinese 
universities attracted Microsoft to establish the largest foreign training and designing center in 
Beijing. This center, with Chinese government supports, becomes a strong driving force for 
Chinese engineers to compete in the computer science fields. 
 
• Internet 
China also benefited from internet related technology. Chinese jumped over the developing 
barriers and have started to take advantage on it nearly since the beginning. Moreover, the 
investment of multinational companies, such as Google, encouraged the Chinese brain capital. 
Now China is one of the most competitive e-business and social networking markets. Almost all 
well-known sites have either a copycat or strong competitor in China: Baidu vs. Google; Tudou 
vs. YouTube; and Alibaba vs. eBay. In some areas, foreign sites were not able to win the market 
and left. 
 
• Astronomy 
Astronomy is a very hot topic in China. The launch of satellites and astronauts gave Chinese not 
only national confidence, but also a strong force to enter even advanced technology areas. 
 
 
4. Use Porter's Diamond to analyze China's electronics industry in Shenzhen. Is there any 
industry where's Porter's Diamond would indicate an industry to avoid in China? (Piyapat 
Tantiwong, KC Chen) 
 
Factor Condition: Cheap low-skilled labors with excellent work ethic, geography, lower cost of 
material and components, high-tech ports, competitive education system, cheap land cost, more 
modern infrastructure compared to other low-cost labor countries such as Vietnam and Africa  
 
Demand Condition: China has the large market size with rapid growth rate. This huge in-house 
demand allows the manufacturers to produce in economy of scale that lead to lower 
manufacturing cost. Also, there are lots of potential demands from Western countries that would 
like to lower their cost by outsourcing to China. 
 
Related & Supporting Industries: The joint venture with US companies provides the competitive 
advantage to China in term of technology sharing. The large manufacturing industry in China 
attracts other companies in supply chain to base themselves in China to create value and reduce 
losses throughout supply chain i.e. suppliers localize their plant to serve the manufacturing site, 
more competitive downstream of the supply chain. 
 
Firm Strategy, Structure, & Rivalry: Government tax and financial incentives i.e. free land, low 
utility rate, nonunion with little ability to strike, complain, or take legal action against the 
employer, high saving rates, special economic zones, capital grants to facilitate production and 
export, low barriers for foreign investors. 
 
Industry that should avoid China: Intellectual properties and hi-end brand-name merchandise 
since the copyright and trademark mean nothing. Chinese tends to copy your products and then 
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sell them at lower prices. For the brand-name merchandise, locating their production line might 
destroy the value of their brand. They need skilled labors to produce the luxurious leather goods 
which China can’t support. Also, customers shouldn’t be willing to pay $1000 for the exclusive 
bag that is produced in China with the cost less than $25. 
 
 
5. Discuss techniques that China is using that are common with Singapore's approach to 
economic development. What do you think won't work and while? (Anthony Goodrow) 
 
Similar to Singapore, the Chinese government is heavily supporting technology industries, 
especially in their investment in infrastructure. Both nations are offering financial incentives and 
tax breaks to attract technology manufacturers, such as those in the semiconductor industry. 
Singapore and China are also actively seeking foreign investors. In addition, the two countries 
have a high saving rate, are expanding their education system, and are encouraging students to 
study in the U.S. and then return to their home country to work. 
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Team 8 
Project: Clean Tech 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM – (Fuat Emin Celik - fuatecelik[at]berkeley.edu, 
Ignacio Contreras Delpiano - ignacio_contreras[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Camilo 
Mendez - camilo_mendez[at]mba.berkeley.edu, Francois Gallet - 
francois.gallet[at]berkeley.edu, Yanpei Chen - ychen[at]berkeley.edu) 
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Team 9: CFDA 
Project: Chinese FDA 

James Su - james_su[at]berkeley.edu  
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James An - jyan[at]berkeley.edu 

1. Profile China's advantages and disadvantages regarding outsourced manufacturing and also outsource 
services.  
 

Advantages   

-Large, cheap labor, good work ethic and skilled. Labor is cheap enough to where it can be used in place of 
automation or robotics which adds to big savings on equipment.  

-Potential to become world’s largest market 

-World-class airports, Shanghai ports, telecommunications and internet 

-Tax-free zones 

-A stable currency pegged to the dollar 

-Cheap land 

 

Disadvantages  

-Complex regulatory issues and laws.  

-Corrupt government officials. 

-China may copy manufacturing practices or take intellectual property without regard for foreign company. 

-Foreign companies may be competing against government backed companies or government might want a 
foreign company to have a joint venture with a home company. 

 

 

2. What measures has the government taken to encourage economic growth and especially the technology 
industry.  
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-In 1998, Chinese universities adopted the American model and so combined their specialty universities. 
Another thing that resulted was transforming their medical schools into biological research centers. 

 

-In 1997, the Ministry of Science and Technology introduced the “97-3 Program” (5 year programs 2+3) 
for development of basic research and the technology industry. There were three different sources of an 
incredible amount of funding. National Natural Science Foundation of China funded basic research driven 
by curiosity of scientists. It had a budget of a quarter billion dollars. The Ministry of Science and 
Technology funded strategic research and it had a budget of 1.2 billion dollars. The last of the three, the 
Chinese Academy of Sciences funded both types of research. 

 

-China launched Project 909, a 5 year plan to build chip plants and gain technical expertise. The 
governement of China lowered barriers to foreign investors. They created special high tech zones which 
offered free land, great utility rates, tax holidays and capital. China imposed a discriminatory 17% sales tax 
on imported chips. It only imposed a 3% tax on domestic chips. For the facility in Shanghai, the authorities 
guaranteed electrical supplies and clean water without interruption at a better price and quality than offered 
elsewhere. 

 

3. What are the key technology drivers that have enabled China's technology awakening.  
 

One key driver for better technology was need. China invested in semiconductor foundries because they 
had a large and growing need in high quality chips in their manufactured electronics.  

 

4. Use Porter's Diamond to analyze China's electronics industry in Shenzhen. Is there any industry where's 
Porter's Diamond would indicate an industry to avoid in China?  
 

Factor Conditions 

1. Cheap and efficient labor- paid 0.50 to 0.60 an hour and disgruntled workers can be easily replaced 
2. Cheap land 
 

Demand Conditions 

1. Home demand was small in comparison to outside demand 
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Related and Supporting Industries 

1. Supporting Infrastructure- airports, ports, roads, and telecommunications 
2. Semiconductor foundries to provide chips 
 

Firm Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry 

1. Strong government influence 
2. Corrupt government officials 
3. Only party-run unions 
4. Government imposed low taxes 
5. Stable currency tied to the dollar 
 

I would have to say the biotechnology industry may be one to avoid right now. Due to the firm strategy, 
structure and rivalry conditions of a culture of academia not allowing open interaction between researchers 
of all ranks; impractical expectations of research; and lack of giving intellectual acknowledgment and/or 
plagiarism. 

 

5. Discuss techniques that China is using that are common with Singapore's approach to economic 
development. What do you think won't work and while?.  
 

In 1982, China allowed several U.S. foreign commercial service offices to be opened. They were used to 
attract U.S. companies. These had a similar role to the EDP in Singapore, but the EDP was more 
aggressive. Other things that China did that were in common with Singapore were imposing lower taxes for 
businesses and providing cheap land and cheap labor. China also provided the infrastructure necessary for 
exporting in having world-class airports and ports.   
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Team 10: Ghana 
Project: Ghana 

COMPLETED AS A TEAM – (Alan Hu— hylunlun[at]berkeley.edu, Anirban Sen 
- asen[at]ischool.berkeley.edu, Elihu Luna - elihu_luna[at]mba.berkeley.edu, 
Raluca Scarlat - raluca.scarlat[at]gmail.com) 
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Unassigned to a team 

Ankit Gupta – ankitgupta[at]berkeley.edu 
 

Competitive Advantage of Nations: China Outsourcing  

1.  Profile China's advantages and disadvantages regarding outsourced manufacturing and 
also outsource services. 

Advantages:  

-Large labor force,  

-well-trained workers,  

-Employees in China have a reputation for working hard and providing high quality services and 
products, especially concerning software development.  

-Plus, in large cities many Chinese people also speak Japanese. 

 
Disadvantages:  

-Organizations in China have a lack of experience with large-scale outsourcing projects.  

-Although English language is starting to have an influence, it is not yet widely spoken. 

-The Chinese legal system, while markedly improved over thepast five years, still does not 
provide adequate protection to IP rights when high technology is being transferred to or 
developed in China. 

-Lack of large-scale project management expertise  

SERVICES 

Advantages: 

-Support from Chinese Government: Chinese government has provided supports to software 
outsourcing enterprises on export credit, enterprise cooperation, establishing public service 
platform, personnel training and other fields. The government also helps enterprises to establish 
overseas marketing system, increase enterprises’ outsourcing ability and enter the markets in 
Japan, the United States and Europe.  
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-Lower Price: China has almost equal number of talents with India, but the costs are much lower, 
with the average of 30% - 50% lower than India.  

-Large Consumer Market advantage of Outsourcing Industry: Under the leading of foreign-
funded enterprises which are continuously entering into Chinese market, China’s software 
outsourcing market is increasing rapidly, and the huge domestic demand is the irreplaceable 
advantage for development.  

 

2. What measures has the government taken to encourage economic growth and especially 
the technology industry. 

Prior to the 1978 reforms, nearly four in five Chinese worked in agriculture; by 1994, however 
only one in two did. China made considerable reforms in property rights in the country side and 
touched off a race to form small nonagricultural businesses in rural areas. Higher prices for 
agricultural products also led to more productive (family) farms and more efficient use of labor. 
Together these forces induced many workers to move out of agriculture.  

Also, post-1978 reforms granted greater autonomy to enterprise managers. They became more 
free to set their own production goals, sell some products in the private market at competitive 
prices, grant bonuses to good workers and fire bad ones, and retain some portion of the firm's 
earnings for future investment. The reforms also gave greater room for private ownership of 
production. 

By welcoming foreign investment, China's open-door policy added power to the economic 
transformation. The foreign money built factories, created jobs, linked China to international 
markets, and led to important transfers of technology. These trends are especially apparent in the 
more than one dozen open coastal areas where foreign investors enjoy tax advantages. Strong 
export growth, in turn, fueled productivity growth in domestic industries. 

Physical Infrastructure Development in China: Development of China's infrastructure has taken 
place under a concept of "five opens" and "one leveling." Water supply, power supply, roads, 
navigation lines, and telecommunication are being opened, and land has been leveled to allow for 
construction. Beginning in 1986, expressways and railways were built to link the SEZs and the 
rest of Guangdong and Fujian Provinces, and air routes were established to provide links to the 
rest of China and the world.  

Huge development of world- class universities and research institutions was also undertaken. 
This facilitated reverse brain drain by offering competitive salaries and work environment in 
these universities and research labs. 

To increase competence in the IT industry, government took the following steps: 
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-Zero Duty –In 2005, all 251 tax items related to IT products were removed. This will allow 
providers to be more competitive in terms of pricing and would mean more opportunities for 
U.S.-based IT services providers and multinational companies, since they can increase both their 
business and their profits. 

-Tougher Penalties for Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) – To boost enforcement in the face of 
growing international pressure, on Dec. 23, 2004, China’s highest courts announced stricter 
interpretation of China’s existing IPR laws. According to the courts, China lowered the threshold 
for punishable offense to USD 6,000 from USD 12,000-24,000 and increased prison sentences 
from three to seven years. Dissemination of pirated goods or software over the Internet is also 
explicitly forbidden. 

 

3. What are the key technology drivers that have enabled China's technology awakening. 

Standards Development on Core IT Technologies - From operating systems to 3G, China has 
already made an impact on standards, and, with major events such as the Olympics in 2008 and 
World’s Fair in Shanghai in 2010, its influence will continue to grow over the next years. 
Standards development has already become an important influencing factor in China’s IT 
industry development. China is emerging as a key player in shaping the standards that will define 
the nature of global competition in the technology arena. Since, technology standards are 
established in a marketplace when a critical mass of vendors and customers adopt a certain 
technology, in the near term, China will be successful in defining standards, as its large domestic 
market, low-cost IT services sectors and centralized government provide a competitive 
advantage. The Chinese government and its IT services industries can realize huge benefits by 
attracting investment capital, building technology know-how and using its market potential to 
attract global IT services providers.  

Outbound M&A activities –Many Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) operate like “super-
capitalists,” growing inorganically. The recent purchase of IBM PC division from Lenovo is a 
good example. China-based TCL, the largest TV manufacturer in the world, obtained majority 
control of Thomson’s television business, which also owns the RCA trademark. 

The Growing IT Talent and “Sea Turtle” – China has a reverse brain-drain situation and a 
fast-growing IT talent pool. Moreover, many China-born, U.S.-educated businesspeople and IT 
executives, known as “Sea Turtles” or “Hai-Gui,” are going back to China to start their “China 
Dream.” These savvy executives are importing the knowledge and experiences they gleaned 
from the best universities and companies in America and reaping the rewards in their homeland.  
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4. Use Porter's Diamond to analyze China's electronics industry in Shenzhen. Is there any 
industry where's Porter's Diamond would indicate an industry to avoid in China? 

Government  

+Government issued a series of favorable policies to support the industry. 
+ Various officials recognize the importance of developing the industry. 
+ Government sponsors basic research projects. 
+ Several regional development plans are in place and are well funded.  

Factor Conditions 

+Cheap labor costs. - /+ Availability of current industry knowledge.  
- Capable management and technical personnel are in short supply. 
- Inadequate supply of skilled labor. 
- Weak banking and financing industries, though some links with foreign capital exist.  

Strategy, Structure, and Rivalry  

+ Domestic, foreign, and joint-venture players co-exist in the market. 
- The innovative capabilities of most manufacturers are rather weak. 
- Brand building and strategic marketing are rare.  

The Cluster 

- Most packaging companies are engaged in small-scale operations.  
- The electronics components industry is incapable of producing advanced products to meet 
domestic demand.  

Demand Conditions 

+ Strong domestic demand will continue in the future.  
+ Consumers are increasingly quality conscious. 
+ Exports have developed quickly over the past few years. 
- Most export manufacturers still compete on price in the low-end segment. 

Since there doesn’t seem to be any demand, neither any cluster, or factor conditions for high end 
leisure activities as fashion, this sort of industry should be avoided currently. 

 

5. Discuss techniques that China is using that are common with Singapore's approach to 
economic development. What do you think won't work and why? 
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China started with a focus on cheap large scale manufacturing as Singapore, gradually moving 
into specialty high-end manufacturing like semi-conductors. Then, as Singapore migrated 
towards services like banking and IT, China is also showing similar signs, by offering 
encouragement to such industry sectors. 
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